Community Input Meeting – November 1st – High School 28 in attendance

Website
1. Demographics on website
2. Survey on website for the community members that do not show up to meetings.
3. Survey monkey for same questions as tonight
4. Link on front of home page for all documents.

One Call
1. Look at settings

Capacity study
1. Comment: Concerned they did the study for the middle school the same as the elementary schools study was done. Middle school classes change like the High School.
2. Comment: Not enough spaces at Test and Dennis for Music and Art classes. Afraid the study was not done right. Need a designated room for band.
3. Comment: Music and Art share a room. When the classes meet at the same time, music has to go to the gym. Worried about quality of education.

Demographic study
1. Comment: Concerned the study was not broad enough. Thought it was based on only employment. Commented that non-employed stay in the community, they do not always leave. Answer: Study was based on more than the non-employed
2. Hard Copy of Demographic Study available at upcoming meetings.

Neighborhood schools
1. Comment: I want our community to grow. What if all new people to the community move to the same school district (example Charles). The school becomes too full and others have room. How can we fix this issue?

Facility Use Rating on PowerPoint
2. Comment: Concerned about the rating for the Teirnan Center accessibility – no elevator. Should not have an excellence rating

Community Involvement
1. Comment: Change the language on the questions or explain the question. Community members not familiar with the school system might not understand.
2. Comment: Community members are confused at what the purpose of the meetings are.
3. Comment: What does Master Plan mean?
4. Comment: Get more non employees to the meetings.

Additional
1. Who are the participants in the studies that have been done?
2. Change grade option on the multiple choice test.